
IT Council Agenda 
 

April 18, 2017 
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

 
Video Conferencing Locations are: 

Fairbanks-Butrovich-204 
Juneau-Hendrickson-204 
Anchorage-Admin 201 
Nome Campus will attend via Pexip video conferencing. 

 
Agenda 
 

1. Safety Minute  
2. Roll Call 

a. Karl Kowalski, UA Chief Information Technology Officer (CITO),  
b. Martha Mason, CIO, UAF, Fairbanks,  
c. Adam Paulick, Interim CIO, UAA  
d. Patrick Shier, Interim Vice-Chancellor Administrative Services, UAA 
e. Michael Ciri, CIO, UA Southeast, 
f. Dan White, Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Research,  
g. Myron Dosch, Chief Financial Officer,  
h. Keli McGee,Chief Human Resources Officer,  
i. Gwen Gruenig, Vice-President for Planning, Budget and Strategy,  
j. Saichi Oba, Chief Student Services Officer,  
k. Sam Gingerich, Provost, UAA 
l. Kari Burrell, Vice-Chancellor of Administration UAF  
m. Joe Nelson, Vice Chancellor for Student Services UAS  
n. Bob Metcalf, Community Campus Director, Northwest Campus, Nome 
o. Systemwide chairs of each: 
p. Coalition of Student Leaders, Colby Freel 
q. Staff Alliance, Nate Bauer,  
r. Faculty Alliance, Tara Smith,Liser Hoferkamp 

 
3. Review of Agenda  
4. Approval of Minutes March 2017 meeting 
5. Discussion of System Wide IT Spend (30 Min) 

a. Identify potential cost savings to investigate 
b. Special meeting re: IT Spend(?) 

6. Discussion of System IT Projects/Issues/Concerns for ITC to tackle (30 Min) 
a. Identify top three issues  

 
Attachments: Included in single PDF 

a. Draft Minutes of March ITC Meeting 
b. IT Spend Overview 
c. Confidential Planning Sheet with broad options for consideration 
d. IT Projects/Issues/Concerns 

 
 
Next Meeting Date: Tuesday,  May 16, 2017   11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 



 

DRAFT IT Council Minutes 
 

 
March 29, 2017 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
 

 
Video Conferencing Locations are: 

Fairbanks-Butrovich-204 
Juneau-Hendrickson-204 
Anchorage-Admin 201 
Nome Campus will attend via Pexip video conferencing. 

 

 
Agenda 

 

 
1. Safety Minute 

Anchorage snow day. Be careful as you're out and about. 
2. Roll Call 

Kelly could not attend 
3. Review of Agenda 

Housekeeping- Regarding the Charter, decisions are made on a majority vote of 
members 

4. Approval of Minutes February 2017 meeting 
-Question under of review of charter. “This might conflict with the academic side” 
Section 5 on ITC Charter. Sentence was stuck from the minutes.  
 

5. Continue Level 2 Standing Committees Discussion 
a. Identification of Committees and roles 

 
The goal for this meeting is to finalize the discussion on level 2 committees.  
We started the conversation on looking at individual products and where we left was 
level 2 committees that focused on the function of committee and not product. 
 

b. Charter(s) 
 

Kari: There are older UAF Data sets and we need to have a methodology for how 
those get stores and how we update them. How do we make those accessible to 
people? Who is responsible for cataloging and keeping track? 
 
Gwen: I appreciate the level 2 committees that focus on function. We need to focus a 
little bit on IT and admin standards which might cover the data architecture and 
business intelligence. There would be an Umbrella policy that covers overarching 
policy and general policy.  
 
Karl: Committees and subcommittees being charged with separate policies and the IT 
council as the umbrella policy. 

 



 

  
Gwen: Subset of committee that wants to write a draft of umbrella policies instead of 
having four committees writing four separate policies.  
 
Myron: How do you define and what happens with overlap? To what extent does the 
student side of Banner fall in line with student success and enterprise automation? 
Groups should have a starting point, and not have to decide after the fact. 
 

Karl: ITC would look at defining those areas.  
 

Kari: Responsibility of this council is to look at budget and where are we investing our 
resources. Where does that happen as far as committees? Sub committees could 
suggest in their limited scope look at the budget. Is there room for ad hoc in these 
committees to handle? 
 
Pat: I would be open to budget sub-committee, and I think it would be fundamental for 
a budget committee. Going forward I would offer that we might look at a standing 
committee for budget. 
 
Karl: CMT group would go through it and bring it to ITC.  

 
Karl: Charter lays out some outline for budgetary awareness of the overall IT budget 
 
Michael: Out of the four brainstorm areas, on the student success group, are those 
areas where Technology crosses those educational boundaries? I don't think 
classrooms should be on there. How far down does governance go? Is this a business 
automation topic or business intelligence topic? How do we ensure we don't lose time 
within the process?  
 
Karl-: The idea is for Student success, do we look at this as an enterprise? I expect 
that each campus to look at each technology used in the classroom. 
 
Gwen: I think it's up to ITC what scope to set for subcommittees.  
 
Kari: We need to think surveying what technology is coming in, and research it. I don't 
want to limit it to those things that cross campuses.  
 
Sam: There are some operational issues and this group is to make sure priorities are 
set, but also looking off into the future and making sure our campus is responding to 
students. Looking at the things that are more global.  
 

Karl: We need to be able to hand things over from committee to committee so that it 
flows out from policy to implementation and from group to group. Technology is in 
every aspect of UAF. These level 2 committees will filter information up to this group. 
We need to delegate to the groups and define how those roles are delegated. 
 
Michael: Operational changes are not governance. We need to keep our focus on 
Governance. Governance is policies and regulations, but dealing with the application is 
operational.  
 
Martha: Governance should be setting direction. It would be further refined by level 2 

 



 

and executed by the management layer. The “What” is up at the governance layer. 
 

Gwen: All IT works with DATA, Automation needs to be in place. 
 

Karl: When a question like that occurs, the governance group decides which 
committee would deal with it. We can't decide every policy. We need level 2 groups to 
define problems that are coming from users. Not sure we are able to make policy first 
to then deal with problems. 

 
Kari- Do we not want to have a cyber security group?  

 
Colby- There's no area that doesn't affect students that can be defined by sub groups.  

 
Michael: There has been a lot of work done without committees. Form the committees 
as problems come along.  

 
Saichi: There are most likely established groups that can help us solve the problems 
we face. It adds to the idea of don't establish new level 2 groups. We have to be 
making decisions that help the UA system. How does it advance institutional goals? 
How do we prioritize what comes through this committee?  

 
Kari: We don't have the capacity to prioritize problems right now. I feel like we talk and 
don’t make progress. We need to make sure we have people working on analysis.  

 
Colby: Number 1 student issue might also be the number 1 automation problem. 
 
Gwen: That's where we need to have the “worker bees” analyzing this within 
subcommittee.  
 
Karl: The issue with governance before, there are so many groups. Are we going to go 
to each one of those and ask their number one priority is?  
 
Michael: List of critical projects that have stalled. What are the systemic barriers that 
keep us from moving forward. How do we remove those barriers? What are the top 5 
barriers? 
 
Karl: To each group, identify the top 5 barriers and send them to me.  
 
 
(Meeting ended here) 

 
c. Membership & Terms 

 

 
6. ITC Operational Issues 

a. Documentation and Communication 
b. Agenda Setting 
c. Discussion procedures 
d. Representation 
e. Meeting Schedule 

 



 

 

 
7. Participation InfoTech in IT Governance & Management Diagnostic (Still need 

ITC members and their managers to complete) 
 

8. New Business 
a. Review of Systemwide Videoconference Service 

i. Development of Business Case and RFI 
 

9. Next Meeting Date (April 19th, 11-12) 
 

 
10. Adjourn  
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FTVFTYP_TITLE (All)
Exclude (Multiple	Items)

Sum	of	AMT
FGBTRNH_ACCT_CODE2FGBTRNH_ACCT_CODEFTVACCT_TITLE VENDOR IT	Vendor IT	DESC FGBTRNH_TRANS_DESCTotal
Not	IT 3005 Professional	Service	Othr $	59.3

3011 Consultant/Engineer	Costs $	9,978.5
3114 Mnframe	Computer	Lease	L/T $	11.5
3447 Mobile	Device	Allowance $	.9
3662 Per	2	CFR	§200.454	Allow	Dues/Memb $	1,180.8
3775 Equipment	Maintenance $	1,024.2
3781 Facilities	Repair/Maint $	5,307.3
3882 Electrical	Utility $	12,391.7
4151 Maint	Materials/Supplies $	4,384.7
4222 Electronic	Subscriptions $	4,816.4

Not	IT	Total $	39,155.3
Problematic 3111 Office	Equip	Rent/Lease	L/T $	576.5

3221 Computer	Services $	624.0
3799 Maintenance/Security-Othr $	835.9

Problematic	Total $	2,036.4
IT	Costs 3222 Software	License/Maint $	9,545.9

3441 Phone	Rental	Charges $	1,087.8
3442 Toll	Charges	(Long	Dist) $	294.6
3443 Leased	Lines $	560.5
3445 Audio	Conference	Charges $	233.1
3446 Cellular	Phone	Charges $	173.9
3774 Equip	Main	Svc	Contract $	1,160.5
4014 Computer	Supplies $	4,767.9
4015 Program/Project	Supplies $	2,453.9
4325 Utility	Supplies $	5,088.8
4441 Other	Supplies/Commoditie $	214.3
4451 Disposable	Equip	Purchase $	86.0
5328 Computer	Equipment $	3,972.3
5329 Mainframe	Computers $	34.3
5330 Telecommunication	Equipment $	42.9

IT	Costs	Total $	29,716.6
Grand	Total $	70,908.3



3005 Professional	Service	Othr Problematic,	and	IT	share	may	be	small	(mostly	
worldwide) Hide

3011 Consultant/Engineer	Costs Problematic,	and	IT	share	may	be	small	(mostly	
worldwide) Hide

3111 Office	Equip	Rent/Lease	L/T Copiers	and	printers	mainly.		Nearly	all	costs	in	
this	account	code	are	UAF.		3774	is	also	used	
for	service	contracts	on	copiers/printers

3114 Mnframe	Computer	Lease	L/T Almost	nothing	here…	why	do	we	have	it? Hide
3221 Computer	Services "RCS	Chinook	Compute	Node",	OCLC,	Mashup	

of	chargebacks,	small	cloud	hosted	services	and	
other	stuff

Dive	into	
transactions

3222 Software	License/Maint
Very	clean	data	--	software	licensing.		The	issue	
is	depoarmental	versus	"IT"	e.g.	enrollment	RX

3441 Phone	Rental	Charges Roughly	$250k	are	charges	to	vendors.		The	
remainder	(blank	vendor)	are	likely	
chargebacks.		Not	sure	if	this	is	being	used	
appropriately	or	if	some	(all)	of	these	charges	
belong	in	3442.

Hide	blank	vendor	
records

vendors	in	list	/	description	
contains	(list)

3442 Toll	Charges	(Long	Dist) Appears	to	be	long	distance	charges.		Includes	
Video	Conf	Recharge Exclude	journals?

FGBTRNH_DOC_CODE	not	
like	'J%'

3443 Leased	Lines Clean	data,	but	it	appears	that	there	is	a	
significant	amount	($45k)	of	recurring	bills	paid	
on	credit	cards	(no	vendor).

3445 Audio	Conference	Charges Clean…	mostly	audio	conferencing.		Also	ZOOM	
and	others.

3446 Cellular	Phone	Charges Clean.		Cell	phone	charges.		Close	to	$100k	
total.

3447 Mobile	Device	Allowance De	minimus hide
3449 ? is	ths	where	the	WAN	is?
3662 Per	2	CFR	§200.454	Allow	Dues/Memb Almost	no	IT	costs	(Educause	@	$5k) hide
3774 Equip	Main	Svc	Contract Large	spend	here	(	~	$2M).		Roughly	25%	is	

clearly	IT
Dive	into	
transactions

3775 Equipment	Maintenance ~	$275k,	but	<	10%	looks	like	IT	(~	$23.5k).		
Mostly	facilities	contracts hide



3781 Facilities	Repair/Maint Does	not	appear	to	be	IT hide
3799 Maintenance/Security-Othr Electrical	(data	wiring)	contractors,	security	

systems?
3882 Electrical	Utility Does	not	look	like	IT hide
4014 Computer	Supplies Clean
4015 Program/Project	Supplies Substantial	IT	costs	mixed	in	with	significant	

non-IT	expenses
Dive	into	
transactions

vendors	in	list	/	description	
contains	(list)

4151 Maint	Materials/Supplies Does	not	look	like	IT hide
4222 Electronic	Subscriptions If	library	content	is	out	of	scope,	then	not	IT hide
4325 Utility	Supplies SW	Graybar
4441 Other	Supplies/Commoditie

IT	and	non	IT	mixed	together
Dive	into	
transactions

vendors	in	list	/	description	
contains	(list)

4451 Disposable	Equip	Purchase
IT	and	non	IT	mixed	together

Dive	into	
transactions

vendors	in	list	/	description	
contains	(list)

5328 Computer	Equipment
5329 Mainframe	Computers
5330 Telecommunication	Equipment



$1,300.0 $1,359.0 $1,650.0 $100.0 Total = $4,309.0  CONFIDENTIAL PLANNING DOCUMENT 

Decision made Likely Unlikely
Off-the-table 

(for now) Expense Reduction Revenue  Reg. FTE Notes

NOTE!!!! As of 3/13, the numbers below are strictly for example and do not reflect any actual analysis!!!

x
Copiers and printers move to fewer, multi function devices 
on service contracts   100,000 

Unlikely due to 
distributed nature of 
decision making

x Toll bypass with tail end hopoff   120,000 
x Cloud versus VM for generic server serivces for depts?   50,000 

x Limit to the extreme the number of macs purchased   400,000 

Unlikely given the 
orevailing 
organizational 
culture

x Migrate to open source course management systems   100,000 

Unlikely given the 
likely resistance to 
change among 
faculty

x Do no more video conferencing   800,000 
x Reduce "embedded" IT staff   1,200,000 

x
Reduce / renegotiate cell-phone contracts ($100k total 
cost)   25,000 

x UA wide long distance rates   24,000 
x Open Office instead of Microsoft   400,000 

x Cisco Maintenance (internal self-insure)   150,000 

Are there other 
opportunities here: 
Juniper, servers, etc?

x
Eliminate Two Rivers conferencing in favor of no-cost 
alternatives   100,000 

FY16 audio 
conference charges: 
$233.0

x Lower 48 SIP trunk to elminiate long distance charges   60,000 
x Expedite two way banner interfaces (eliminate data rekey)   750,000 

x Migrate Roxen to lower cost option   30,000 

x
Move more software /maintenance agreements to multi-
year to increase savings   100,000 Roughly 1% savings

Develop robust accounting and planning processes for 
network fee spend   500,000 

Opportunities to 
offset GF 
reductions?

 Cuts + Revenue  Emp. FTE FY 17 Adjusted GF $1,424.6
Decision made   1,300,000   -   91%

 Likely   1,359,000   -   95%
 Unlikely   1,650,000   -   116%

 Off-the-table 
(for now)   100,000   -   7%

 



FY15 FY16 FY17
UAA	Central 42 45 39
UAF	Central 45 44 33 Central
UAS	Central 25 22 13
Total	SW	Central 80 76 62
Total	Central	IT	Personnel192 187 147
UAA	Distributed 53 52 43
UAF	Distributed 90 88 63 Distributed
UAS	Distributed 5 4 3
SW	Distributed 21 12 12
Total	Distributed	IT	Personnel169 156 121
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Central	Staff	-	Total	
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with	no	Distributed	IT	Staff	on	the	chart	
did	not	report	or	were	unable	to	esDmate	



IT Projects/Issues/Concerns to Address 
 

 
1.     Align business practices and then align technology with those business practices by developing and 
applying appropriate technology strategies. 
  

2.     Establish annual and midterm priorities/budgets to drive work and ensure accountability.  
  

3.     Immediately address the disconnects between Statewide OIT, campus IT, and campus end users. 
  

4.     Immediately address Banner operation dysfunctions including: governance, work backlog, access, 
cost. 
 
 
Banner Upgrade: Ellucian has announced the deprecation of Banner 8 an advised all customers to make 
the transition to Banner 9 by December 2018. There are many modules and business processes that 
need to be reviewed and migrated.  
 
Page Up: completing Banner/HR integration 
 
CRM: Enrollment Rx-fully integrate CRM with banner. 
 
Videoconference Service: Review of Videoconference service and plan for next generation of 
Videoconferencing to meet a variety of needs. 
 
Neverending requests for Banner modifications. 
 
 
TOP 1 - Blackboard sucks as it fails numerous times. 
 
TOP 1 – Gmail is ridiculously bad for enterprise-level organizations.  
 
 
1. Classrooms are not equipped for the 21st century in almost too many ways to mention. All but the 
smartest (latest) smart classrooms are outdated (but at least I know where to play my VHS tapes). 
Classes are not generally equipped for 2-way or even 1-way audio/video. Wireless networks sometimes 
work, sometimes not. Projector bulbs are not generally stocked and can take a week or more to 
replace.... never had this problem with overhead transparency machines! 
 
2. University-licensed software (e.g. matlab) on university-provided machines (especially laptops) need 
network license check-outs or VPN. License nags to reduce check-outs, such as Acrobat preventing 
opening a few pdfs and reading them throughout the day.  
 
3. Cannot assume some base level technology that students will have in the classroom   
 
4. Yes, Blackboard sucks .... but alternative LMSs are not necessarily less expensive (e.g. Canvas) or 
better overall.   
 
 
1. Frequent Blackboard outages 



2. Wi-Fi signal too weak to stream online resources in classrooms 
3. Unreliability of A/V equipment in classrooms (not sure if this is an IT 
issue) 
4. Cannot access voicemail messages from email anymore 
5. Likely reduction of availability of people to fix IT problems (I have not 
been personally affected, but we no longer have an on-call IT guy at our 
college and we have to get these resources from IT. Are there enough of 
these resources to go around?) 
 
 
1) Functionality lost by switching to Gmail 
2) Blackboard outages 
3) Not enough bandwidth 
4) Lack of support/data/communication from Statewide IT Services 
5) Banner inflexibility 
 
 
1) Service response time/reliability, 2) micromanagement and limitations of 
program (e.g. EndNote, SigmaPlot, etc) availability, 3) BB outages, 4) 
voicemail notifications via email, 5) clarity regarding PC refresh process 
 
 
1. Read access to institutional data 
This “pain point” is so extreme that I think it borders on an example of “waste, fraud and abuse.” 
Effectively, we have a cottage industry at UA dedicated to locking down access to non-confidential data. 
This includes the absurd examples I cited last week such access to the table which contains the names of 
campus buildings.  Requests to gain access to non-confidential data are often denied.  When they are 
accepted, often it requires intervention at the highest levels of the organization, routing through multiple 
committees, then implementation by highly-paid professionals. 
  
I would argue that this is pure waste which borders on misuse of public funds.  This is not something to be 
tweaked.  The current security model needs to be thrown out.  
  
The current model is based on the premise that all data must be locked down and access is granted on a 
very granular level and only after exhaustive review.  I propose the following revolutionary approach: All 
data is accessible to UA staff unless is has been categorized as protected.  Reversing the current 
paradigm:  Data are can be restricted, but only at a very granular lever and only after careful review. 
  
Protected categories should be based on explicit legal requirements.  Example would include: 
·         Health records protected under HIPPA data 
·         Educational records protected under FERPA 
·         Personally identifiable information protected under (numerous statutes) 
·         Financial data protected under (numerous statutes) 
·         There are more, but I doubt there are many more. 
  
Access to protected data should be granted at the category level.  In other words, once you have been 
trained and approved to have access to a category (say, FERPA), the professional expectation is that you 
will comply with FERPA.  Further *technological* constraints are not be required.  If employees do not 
comply, then this can be addressed as an HR issue. 
  
This change would reduce the number of security classes from thousands down to under a dozen. 
Maybe under a half-dozen.  It would save tens of thousands of staff hours, and encourage more strategic 
use of the ERP.  



  
2. Write access to institutional data 
This is very different than #1.  It is recognized that UA needs to have many controls to ensure the integrity 
of institutional data.  Having said that, the current model prevents trained staff from being able to set up 
automation/data bridges.  My favorite example was UAS’ four year quest to be able to update employee 
telephone numbers.  The current approach results in data not being updated and automation initiatives 
failing. 
  
The solution is to have UA focus on having and enforcing clear data standards, but empowering our 
trained IT staff to support these standards through automation, etc. 
  
3. Merged roles (mainly, employee-student) 
In days gone by, UA recognized that an individual may have distinct, non-overlapping roles with UA.  The 
prime example being, I can be both an employee and also a degree-seeking student.  These roles were 
compartmentalized in our information system. 
  
In the early 2000s, this distinction was tossed out.  This was a mistake which has caused many 
challenges.  On an individual level, it creates challenges as institutional records (owned by the employer) 
are intermixed with academic records (protected by FERPA) and even personal records.  This mixing 
makes it all but impossible to secure institutional data as employees change roles and come and go from 
the institution.  It also creates challenges in ensuring student rights are appropriately protected. 
  
Finally, this “merging” has resulted in a one-size-fits-all approach to our IT systems where we either seek 
to implement business-based best practices which are not appropriate for students, or we implement 
systems around the needs of our students which is inappropriate for employees in a business. 
  
The solution is to work towards a disentanglement of roles. 
  
4. Lack of a basic policy/guidance framework 
This relates to most of the items above, but especially the last point on merged roles.  Due, in part, to the 
confusion of merged roles, UA has failed to develop clear guidance and policies about many or most 
basic services.  A simple example would be e-mail.  Nearly every modern business has well-established 
policies concerning how e-mail is to be used, what expectations of employees are, etc.  This is nearly 
non-existent at UA. 
  
 
 
1) limitations on quality of service for campuses and regional communities. Broadband is getting closer, 
but not for all rural communities. 2) Onsite IT support is limited. This is a UA community campus-wide 
concern. Some universities allocate funding for IT based on enrollment, which is insufficient, but others 
campuses don't have funding available for even a portion of staff/faculty for IT support.  
 
 
 
Response to:   What are the top 5 IT “pain points”, roadblocks or opportunities for improvement, 
from the perspective of your area? 

  
  
1)  Meet the first charge of the Information Technology Council:  “Establish IT policy and 
administrative and operational standards” 



·      In alignment with the adopted objectives of the ITC’s charter, e.g. articulating priorities in 
support of mission, and decision authority cut points relative to cost, scope, stakeholder and/or 
customer impact, etc. 

·      Adopt a process and timeline to reach completion 

2)  UA/UAA/UAF/UAS Executive level commitment (genuine, broad and sustained over multiple 
years) to utilize and support the Project Management function and its operations in accordance 
with standard best practices: 

·      Transparent, inclusive, complete project vetting, prioritization and planning functions, used 
for all projects of a minimum scope and magnitude, as defined in IT policy and administrative and 
operational standards (item 1). 

·      Transparent project portfolio management, connecting resource planning with project 
execution 

3) Include IR as a primary stakeholder and/or customer in potential modifications to data and 
applications environment, to prevent data discontinuity and allow UA’s data architecture 
development, maintenance and BI needs to be met (in accordance with cut point criteria defined in IT 
policy and administrative and operational standards (item 1)). IR function is responsible to set data and 
data architecture standards to meet trend reporting, operational analysis, and compliance needs.  Items 
to address in this area include, for example: 
  

·      Communicate when applications are being adopted and how data will articulate with Banner 
– whether data source is SaaS or locally hosted, transparency on data structure and how it will 
articulate; include addition of RPTP snapshots of databases/applications not intended or possible 
to articulate to Banner, i.e. Adirondack, Lumens, Raiser’s Edge, defined to meet IR’s and their 
customer’s needs as part of application implementation plan. 
·      Maintain easily accessible living technical documentation for core data services/products 
such as RPTP data refresh schedules, reports schema, data structures for RPTP snapshots of 
Banner, Lumens, Adirondack data, etc. 
·      When programmers are requested to modify Banner, ensure IR and other stakeholders are 
consulted and informed, i.e. web time entry solution changed how data flows through Banner, 
causing surprise issues and rework for IR. 
·      Expanded management/archiving of RPTP tables and other data services through automated 
ETL of daily snapshots, allowing for year-over-year operational analysis, i.e. cubes or snapshots 
with value added fields. 
·      Support IR in attaching visual analytic software (e.g., dashboards, business intelligence 
tools) directly to RPTP. 

  
  
4)  Communication & Setting Realistic Expectations.  Providing information that is understandable 
and accurate will prevent any perception of a lack of responsiveness. 

· Identify key points of contact for each IT function, at UA, UAF, UAA and UAS.  This allows for 
development of relationships and understanding between IT personnel and IR (or any other 
function’s) personnel. 



· Set and clearly communicate realistic service level and timing expectations, updating customers 
as needed 
·      Translate the IT organizational structure, functions and responsibilities to layperson speak 
and communicate to the UA community - explain what IT leaders and staff across the whole 
system actually do, and indicate who is responsible for what. Right now, organizational structure 
is stated in undefined IT terms that laypeople (and many others) do not understand or relate to. 

 


